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We try our best to accurately present to you the Rav's words. Accuracy can sometimes get lost in the

transition from spoken to written word. We would like to thank HaRav Nebenzahl for allowing us to

send you this sicha without his first  reviewing it.  Although it  does expedite matters in  getting this

sicha out to you, it does mean that if there is anything in the sicha that may not be understood, the

fault is with us and not with HaRav Nebenzahl.

The Rav asks that his and other Divrei Torah are not read during Tefillah or the Rabbi's sermon.

Shabbat Shalom,

Nehemiah Klein

The  Yeshiva  would  like  to  express  its  gratitude  to  Richard  and  Anita  Grossman  for  their  ongoing

support  for  the  Yeshiva  in  general  and  specifically  our  computer  center.   This  enables  us  to

communicate this sicha to you each week - "lehagdil Torah ulehaadira".

PARSHAT KORACH 5776

REACH FOR THE STARS

This week we read of the dispute between Moshe Rabenu and Korach. Anyone who had any doubts

regarding who was in the right need simply have witnessed the ground opening up and swallowing

Korach and his cohorts. Chazal teach us that there was one issue which Hashem had a claim against

Moshe Rabenu and that was his saying to Korach's assembly: "it is too much for you O offspring of

Levi" (Bamidbar 16:7). Chazal comment that when Moshe Rabenu requested from Hashem to be able

to enter Eretz Yisrael, Hashem responded with "it is too much for you" (Devarim 3:26). Hashem was

telling Moshe that he should not have told Korach's assembly "it is too much for you".

The message here is that when it comes to spirituality there is no such thing as "it is too much for

you." A person comes to the realization that certain practices are too much for him, that is one thing,

however one has no right to tell someone else not to strive for growth in spirituality. Clearly Korach

could not have been appointed the Kohen Gadol but there is nothing wrong with having a desire for it.

When it comes to material wealth we are taught that we should be satisfied with little however in

spirituality "the sky is the limit."

Chana prayed for a son, it was not enough to pray for a tzaddik but she asked for "zerah anashim".

According to one opinion in the Gemara it means she desired offspring that will have the stature of

two people and who are they? They are Moshe and Aharon. We see an allusion to this in the pasuk:
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"Moshe and Aharon were among His priests and Shmuel among those who invoke His Name" (Tehillim

99:6). Clearly in prophecy Shmuel was not on the level of Moshe for the Torah writes that a prophet

never has arisen on the level of Moshe, however from a certain perspective he was on the level of

Moshe and Aharon. Another opinion in the Gemara is that Chana desired one who would anoint two

kings - Shaul and David. This means that the entire Davidic dynasty began with Shmuel anointing

David. Chana "reached for the stars", she wanted the ultimate.

Chazal teach us that each day a person must say: "when will my actions reach those of Avraham,

Yitzchak, and Yaakov? How can we even dream of such a thing? Have our actions come close to those

of the prophets, of the Tanaaim and Amoraim, of Rashi and the Rambam, of the Vilna Gaon, of the

Chafetz Chaim? Where do we even begin to think that we can come close to the holy patriarchs? The

answer is that if one strives for the ultimate then he will be able to be a Chafetz Chaim, if he does not

strive for the ultimate then he will not be able rise very high. The Torah tells us that we should strive

even further: "you shall be holy for I am holy" (Vayikra 11:44), that means that we should strive to

emulate  Hakadosh  Baruch  Hu  -  just  as  He  is  compassionate  and  gracious  so  we  must  be

compassionate and gracious ... Clearly no one will ever reach the level of Hakadosh Baruch Hu, but if

we strive for the ultimate then we will be able to attain lofty spiritual heights.

Chazal point out that when the Torah speaks of "adam" it refers to a Jew, while "haadam - the man"

refers to Jew and non-Jew. Would I not have assumed the opposite - the definite article should refer

to something specific and significant such as a Jew, so "haadam" is closer to a Jew than just the

generic "adam". The explanation is that "adam" without the definite article "hei" is a description -

adam from "domeh laElyon", similar to the One Above. While "haadam" alludes to Adam being "afar

min haadama",  "dust  from the earth",  thus emulating and being like Hashem is  something man

should strive for, even if ultimately that goal cannot be achieved.

The Rambam writes that "uvo tidbak", you should cleave to Him was only truly achieved by four

people - the three patriarchs and Moshe Rabenu. Even so, it is still a mitzvah in the Torah, we are not

absolved  from  this.  We  should  have  yearning  for  perfection.  The  Mishnah  states:  "you  are  not

required to complete the task, yet you are not fee to withdraw from it. If you have studied much

Torah they will give you great reward" (Avos 2:21). There is no one who is able to learn and master

the entire Torah, but we should all have yearnings to do so, we must not be satisfied with little.

Hashem says: "open wide your mouth and I will fill it" (Tehillim 81:11) which Chazal comment as

referring to Torah. We must strive to attain as much as we can both in quality and in quantity of

Torah. Hashem sees how much we put into learning and will reward us.

While it is impossible to measure the reward for Torah in monetary terms, perhaps we can get some

idea based on the baraisa we recite each morning. "these are the precepts whose fruits a person

enjoys in this world but whose principal remains intact for him in the World to Come". Among the

examples are visiting the sick and providing for the bride. Visiting the sick does not simply mean

wishing him a refuah shleima, if he needs to be flown overseas for an operation then we are required

to do that, if he needs full time care then we must see to it that he has been provided for that. This

could add up to hundreds of thousands of shekels. Similarly, a bride requires not only for us to dance

at her wedding and eat a piece of chicken, we must provide her with an apartment and furniture and

all else she may need. This amounts to another hundreds of thousands of shekels. With all that, the

baraisa concludes: "the study of Torah is equivalent to them all". This means that one word of Torah

is equivalent to the rest of the Mishnah combined. This does not include the fact that the true reward

is in the Next World. With such wages, the histadrut would agree to work additional hours.

Rav Chaim Zonnenfeld was a giant in Torah born in Europe and then came to Eretz Yisrael. He had a

brother who owned a store who remained in Europe and with whom he kept a correspondence. Rav

Chaim once tried to encourage him to devote more time to learning. The brother responded: I will

never be able to accomplish as much as you, I will never become a R' Chaim so why should I even

bother? R' Chaim responded: no matter how hard you work you will not be as wealthy as the Baron

Rothschild, why bother working? The answer is that you do the best you can and accomplish whatever

you accomplish. In Torah as well one should do the best he can be, in Torah one should strive to be

far more than a store-owner, but should "reach for the stars".
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